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* 1.10 Are the following nominal, ordinal, interval, or ratio
data? Explain your answers.

(a) Social Security numbers. .
(b) The number of passengers on buses from Los A ^

Angeles to San Diego.
(c) Vocational interest scores consisting of the tola! .*

number of "yes" answers given to a set of /
questions, if it can be assumed that each "yes"
answer represents (he same increment of voca-
tional interest.

(d) Military ranks.

* 1.14 Are the fol lowing nominal, ordinal, interval, or ratio ji
data? Explain your answers,

(a) Elevations above sea level,
{b) Responses to the question whether (in the down-

town area of a large city) living conditions are sj
"getting much worse," "getting a lit t le worse," ^ *" f \
"slaying the same," "getting a little better," or
"getting much better."

(c) A!*'-- nf secondhand cars.
( d ) Responses on drivers" licenses with regard to eye

color.
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2.2 The following are the weights in pounds of twenty
'

ap-
: 225,

d.Splay w,th the stem labels 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22.

tt,

/3

O 2-

2-27 c miles per
24-5 23.6 24, 25.0 22.9 24.7 23.8 25.2
23.7 24.4 24.7 23.9 25.1 246 233 24 1246 23, 24, 24.4 24, 257 gj 2-
23.9 24.2 24.7 24.9 25.0 24.8 24.5 234
24.9 24.8 24.7 24., 22.8 23.1 25.3 246

Group these figures into a distribut,on having the
classes 22.5-22.9, 23,0-23.4, 23.5-239 2 4 0 2 4 4
24.5-24.9, 25.0^25.4, and 25 5-95 9 ^*"^«*

,
3 6

3 3
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2.34 The following is the distribution of the monthly bills
for 200 charge accounts at a department store:

n
27^^3x1

Amount in
dollars Frequency

0.00- 19.99.
20.00- 39.99-
40.00- 59.99^
60.00- 79.99
80.00- 99.99

100.00-119.99

22
47
66
35
21
9

h)

63

131-
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2.38 The following table shows how workers in Denver,
Colorado, get to work:

Means of
TrtHispartatton Pert-village 7s:

Ride alone
Car pool
Ride bus
Varies or work at home

Construct a pic char! of this percentage distribution.

,2

^
; 2-
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.1.7 At a roadblock, twelve drivers cited for speeding were
going 8, II, 14, 6, 8, 10, 20, 11, 13, 18, 9, and 15 miles
per hour over the speed limit.

(a) On the average, by how many miles per hour
were these drivers exceeding the speed limit?

(b) If a driver exceeding the speed limit by less ihan
15 miles per hour was fined S60 and the others
were fined S88, find the mean of the fines which
these drivers had to pay.

-— + IS*

3.25 On fifteen days, a restaurant served breakfast to 40 52
55, 38, 40, 48, 56, 56, 60, 37, 58, 63, 46, 50, and 6l'
customers. Find the median.

3.26 In 1991, twelve used-car salespersons sold, respectively
58, 70, 85, 42, 64, 46, 66, 89, 44, 93, 58, and 79 used'
cars. Find the median.

(i) 1,1 t,i, 1,6 $* St

To

</ *

/o. 60 *

- * 64,62-

3-25)

3* It*

(/if) /kuAan.

3.48 On fifty days, these were the numbers of students ab-
sent from an algebra class:

1 3 0 0 1 0 4 1 1 0
1 2 6 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 3 3 2 5 0 1 1
1 0 3 0 0 0 4 1 1 2
1 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 '3 2

>**•#*•• &X/

Find the mode.

16
5
S
2.
i
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* 3.38 In a study of the stopping ability of a car with a ne*
braking system, twenty-one drivers going at 30 miles
per hour were able to slop in the distances below, ex-
pressed in feet:

69 58 70 80 46
61 65 74 75 55
67 56 70 72 61
66 58 68 70 68
X

(a) Find the median.
(b) Find ihe two hinges.

9 ?
g g

4

t 1 \ f — i — i f t t t t

I „
/ f/

_^___ / ; i
' * ' f t t~f~ — f — *— 4 — f-4 — f 1 f / f — t f — • i-_i_

So 60

#****ffl
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3.19 An mstructor counts the final examination in a course
three tlmcs as much as each Qf the

™»r™s- What fa the average grade of a studen
who receded grades of 72, 86, and SO in the three one-
hour examinations and 90 in the final examination?

AM In a recent year, the average salaries of elementary
school leachers m three cities were $28300 S34500
and 531,000. Given thai there were 800 W and'450
elementary school teachers m these cities,'find the
average salary of all the elementary school teachers in
the three cities.

/»'

The geometric mean of n positive numbers is the nth
s—* root of their product. For example, the geometric mean
• of 3 and 12 is

V(3)(12) - ̂  = 6

The geometric mean of 2, 3, and 36 is

he geometric mean is used mainly in averaging ratios.,
ates of change, and economic indices.

(a) Find the geometric mean of 0.8 and 3.2.
(b) Find the geometric mean of 1, 2, 8, and 16.
?c); During a flu epidemic, 12 cases were reported on
^ the first day, 18 on the second day, and 48 on

the third day. From the first day to the second
day, the number of cases was multiplied by {f,
and from the second day to the third day the
number of cases was multiplied by yf. Find the
geometric mean of these two growth rates and
(assuming that the growth pattern continues)
predict the numbers of cases that will be reported
on the fourth and fifth day.

12- I?
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3.18 The harmonic mean of n numbers x,, x2>..., and x* _ /.,») 2 ^'* &*~^ ~- £(*~}
is defined as « divided by the sum of the reciprocals of * ** * — ' J/ -/M _ __ -z * •*- "

the n numbers. The calculation required is =-—. The

harmonic mean is used in dealing with musical fre-
quencies and in some other special situations. For in-
stance, if a commuter drives 10 miles on a freeway at
60 miles per hour and then the next 10 miles off the
freeway at 30 miles per hour, his average speed is not
45 miles an hour. He will have driven a total of 20 miles
in 30 minutes, so that his correct average speed is 40
miles per hour.

(a) Verify that the harmonic mean of 60 and 30 is
40, so that it is the appropriate "average" for this
example.

(b) If an investor buys $18,000 worth of a company's
stock at $45 a share and then buys $ 18,000 worth
at $36 a share, find the average price that the „ /f~$d?<3 /•
investor has paid per share. Verify that this price $uW&&£— 10*
is the harmonic mean of S45 and $36. **̂  '

(c) If a bakery buys $36 worth of an ingredient at
60 cents per pound, $36 worth at 72 cents per
pound, and $36 worth at 90 cents per pound,
what is the average cost per pound?

65

1 + ^r + —- *^^
60

4) (A.*)

(J)

Cx;J - <#£.#/

— ,i
_ « . ££Xf~XJ ~ ^

s. &• ~ —
/)*•£. /J - J-

f 4 '
' V •£
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4.17 It has been claimed that for samples of size n = 10, the
range should be roughly three times as large as the
standard deviation. Check this claim with reference to
the following data, representing the emission scores of
ten automobiles:

18 21 16 24 28
20 22 29 19 25

4-ij-J

A ~

X/ X,--x

25 -*4*a -2(

T

21 - 2.1,2-

16

'2(f

# '
& \ i

3 i
-i

- ~*',2 ', ,t ( x/ x/2-*//*. z / v y i
-^ -9 / /fr &•/« 1 £" /i /j f*^ " / t r y ^

J-* tf o ^ / J^^- ^*
>/•*-¥ / ,&/• J J / 6 ^ [ /< /^

- ^y -^ ^ ; ^p^r /

-4/£ ^/<3^ * * 1

^-f 4 * / M t- 2^ 2J
.-i « . j>i i // i— - ^j ^

^ 2"X,- - 6W-u

5- -
- i.

2.2-2.

' 6

///) IS-7 z* 4,
s--

>6 if (ft) to 2.1 2.2. it, (2J) if- 2-3

**
- 6
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4.28 Among iwo men on a weight-reducing diet, the first
belongs to an age/body type group Tor which the mean
weight is 145 pounds with a standard deviation of 15
pounds. The second belongs loan age/body type group
for which the mean weight is 165 pounds with a stan-
dard deviation of 20 pounds. If their respective weights
arc 178 and 204 pounds, which is more seriously over-
weight for his age/body lype group?

r I f—

/ £> / *&

fast

t^cdc^k^-
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•4.31 On sixteen days a restaurant had the following num-
bers of orders for chicken and steak:

Chicken: 46 55 43 48 54 65 36 40
51 53 64 32 41 46 53 47

Steak: 39 41 25 30 46 36 37 23
30 33 50 44 41 28 35 37

Calculate the two coefliciems of variation to determine
for which item the number of orders is relatively more
variable.

46
£5

33
4*

X;

CV, ^
/

/

< JJ1:

-3S, 3Jf

3606 -

I '5
'± — * $1,25

3S.9I, S- =.

15

13
-7

vena

- s
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4.33 In a factory, the time during working hours in which a #~ J' / / _jd /
machine is not operating as a result of breakage or ^*^4/«7v£- J^— jp&&-) &s>&
failure is called a downtime. The following distribu-
tion shows a sample of the length of the downtimes or a . . J
certain machine: deAS/t&Tr&l- (#7

Downtime
(minutes) Frequency

0 - 9 2
10-19 15
20-29 17
30-39 13
40-49 3

/»/

2. 4 /5 z& ZS

j.5 i^ /S" -2A2/2-5

20-23 /? 2£/S 400,15 &ltt$

20-33 / J J^5 //?&IS LtthS

J ^ 4,5 I3f&t5 + t3J,5 5. j.

£-A"/y ' - - ^ K3-S ̂IttlliS-
TfT~'~ _I11_1___^^ -- ̂ / ̂
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